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   HRP Equestrian Saddle Pads 

               

Scientifically proven & unique patented design to reduce pressure on the thoracolumbar 

spine (behind the saddle) 

 

 

• Reduces the risk of local muscle strain 
• Helps prevent localised over-heating by reducing the formation of moisture and 

sweat 
• Helps to prevent muscle dehydration and muscle fatigue 
• Enhances comfort for the horse and peace of mind for the rider 
• Visually striking 

All HRP Wing® Saddle Pads benefit from a world first densely padded area at the girth, 
which they have called the Thorax pad™. The Thorax pad™ has been invented to add 
additional comfort to horses who are sensitive when being girthed. 

Made from technologically advanced lightweight wicking fabric with a suede effect inner 
which adds a non-slip effect. 
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   HRP Equestrian Saddle Pads 

Mono or Dual Wing? 

If you use a half pad over your saddlecloth then choose a DUAL WING 

design  

 

This will avoid squashing the WING and therefore 

losing the benefit 

 

 

Choose a MONO WING if you use a saddle pad and no half pad 

 

 

Fitting 

To find the correct size  

Measure the barrel of the horse for the depth of the pad and the length of the saddle for 

the length of the pad.  Ensure that the pad is long enough so that the saddle is not sitting on 

the binding 
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HRP Equestrian Saddle Pads 

 

Jump Pro Wing - Black, Navy or White 

Mono 

FULL SIZE measures 66.5cm in length from the front of the 
pad at the D ring loop to the back (measured from inside binding 
to binding). The drop is 50cm (measured from inside binding to 
binding).  The thorax pad (girthing point) starts at 35cm 

COB SIZE measures 62.5cm in length from the front of the pad 
at the D ring loop to the back (measured from inside binding to 
binding). The drop is 48cm (measured from inside binding to 
binding).  The thorax pad (girthing point) starts at 33cm  

Dual 

FULL SIZE measures 66cm in length from the front of the pad at 
the D ring loop to the beginning of the WING (measured from 
inside binding to binding). The drop is 49cm (measured from 
inside binding to binding).  The thorax pad (girthing point) starts 
at 36cm 

COB SIZE measures 61cm in length from the front of the pad at 
the D ring loop to the beginning of the WING (measured from 

inside binding to binding). The drop is 44.5cm (measured from inside binding to binding).  The 
thorax pad (girthing point) starts at 31cm 

GP Square Wing - Black, Navy or White            

Dual only 

FULL SIZE measures 55cm in length from the front of the 

pad at the D ring loop to the beginning of the WING 

(measured from inside binding to binding). The drop is 52cm 

(measured from inside binding to binding).  The thorax pad 

(girthing point) starts at 39cm 

COB SIZE measures 51cm in length from the front of the pad 
at the D ring loop to the beginning of the WING (measured 

from inside binding to binding). The drop is 48cm (measured from inside binding to 
binding).  The thorax pad (girthing point) starts at 35.5cm 
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HRP Equestrian Saddle Pads 

 

Dressage Wing - Black, Navy or White 

Mono 

FULL SIZE measures 57cm in length from the front of the pad at the 
D ring loop to the back (measured from inside binding to 
binding). The drop is 54cm (measured from inside binding to 
binding).  The thorax pad (girthing point) starts at 42cm 

COB SIZE measures 52cm in length from the front of the pad at the 
D ring loop to the back (measured from inside binding to 
binding). The drop is 50.5cm (measured from inside binding to 
binding).  The thorax pad (girthing point) starts at 39cm  

PONY SIZE measures 48cm in length from the front of the pad at the D ring loop to the 
back (measured from inside binding to binding). The drop is 46cm (measured from inside 
binding to binding).  The thorax pad (girthing point) starts at 34cm 

Dual 

FULL SIZE measures 53cm in length from the front of the pad 
at the D ring loop to the beginning of the WING (measured from 
inside binding to binding). The drop is 58cm (measured from 
inside binding to binding).  The thorax pad (girthing point) 
starts at 47cm 

COB SIZE measures 49cm in length from the front of the pad at 
the D ring loop to the beginning of the WING (measured from 
inside binding to binding). The drop is 53cm (measured from 
inside binding to binding).  The thorax pad (girthing point) 
starts at 41cm 

 

     

 


